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ABSTRACT Rab GTPases serve as major control elements in the coordination and definition 
of specific trafficking steps and intracellular compartments. Rab activity is modulated in part 
by GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), and many RabGAPs share a Tre-2/Bub2/Cdc16 (TBC)–
domain architecture, although the majority of TBC proteins are poorly characterized. We re-
construct the evolutionary history of the TBC family using ScrollSaw, a method for the phylo-
genetic analysis of pan-eukaryotic data sets, and find a sophisticated, ancient TBC complement 
of at least 10 members. Significantly, the TBC complement is nearly always smaller than the 
Rab cohort in any individual genome but also suggests Rab/TBC coevolution. Further, TBC-
domain architecture has been well conserved in modern eukaryotes. The reconstruction also 
shows conservation of ancestral TBC subfamilies, continuing evolution of new TBCs, and fre-
quent secondary losses. These patterns give additional insights into the sculpting of the en-
domembrane system.

INTRODUCTION
Although internal compartmentalization has been described in sev-
eral prokaryotic lineages, the endomembrane features of eukaryotic 
cells have attained a much higher level of diversity, representing a 
major evolutionary transition (Stanier, 1970). The compartments en-
compass both endosymbiont-derived organelles, specifically chlo-
roplasts and mitochondria, and endogenously arising compart-
ments, including the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi complex, 
and endosomes. Endomembrane specializations are associated with 
adaptation to distinct circumstances, including environment, para-
sitism, and differentiation of function in multicellular organisms.

Complete genome data are available from a substantial range of 
eukaryotes, which allows reconstruction of multiple evolutionary 

processes underpinning derivation of the endomembrane system. 
These mechanisms include an ancient, surprisingly sophisticated 
core system in the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA), to-
gether with lineage-specific innovations/expansions and very fre-
quent secondary losses (Dacks and Field, 2007; Diekmann et al., 
2011; Elias et al., 2012). Endomembrane compartments are dynamic, 
and despite a steady-state composition, this state is generated via 
flux through specific pathways and interactions with cytoskeletal 
and other structural organizers. Vesicle transport is mediated by col-
laborations between cohorts of paralogous families, including the 
soluble N-ethylmaleimide–sensitive factor attachment protein re-
ceptors, protocoatomer coats, tethering complexes, and small 
GTPases of the ARF and Rab families. All of these families contribute 
to defining organelles, as well as to controlling specificity and rate 
of transport through individual pathways (Cai et al., 2007). Rab pro-
teins are central in these processes, acting as both signaling and 
switching molecules (Brighouse et al., 2010). The propensity of Rabs 
to interact with a wide range of partners provides a major compo-
nent to the integration between individual transport steps; this pro-
miscuity/integration is extended by the many proteins interacting 
with multiple Rabs. For example, SAND1/Mon1 coordinates late en-
dosomal trafficking by modulating interactions of both Rab5 and 
Rab7 (Poteryaev et al., 2010).

The specific control of small GTPase activity is largely mediated by 
GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) and guanine nucleotide exchange 
factors (GEFs). GAPs serve to increase GTPase activity by contributing 
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residues to the active site (Albert et al., 1999; Rak et al., 2000; Pan 
et al., 2006), promoting conversion of the GTP to GDP form. The re-
sultant conformational change alters the ability to bind downstream 
effectors. For Rab proteins, the vast majority of identified GAPs con-
tain a Tre-2/Bub2/Cdc16 (TBC) Rab-binding domain (Richardson and 
Zon, 1995; Neuwald 1997), although frequently the TBC is associated 
with additional domains, presumably serving to add functional diver-
sification to the family. The TBC family has been poorly studied, 
and those few members of the family that have been functionally 
characterized in any detail have been studied in either Metazoa or 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Several studies analyzed TBC interactions 
with putative Rab partners by high-throughput and targeted ap-
proaches, but these are also restricted to Metazoa and Fungi (Itoh 
et al., 2006; Brett et al., 2008; Costanzo et al., 2010; Will and Gallwitz, 
2001). Many disease-related processes, including responses to infec-
tion and proliferative or degenerative disorders, are associated with 
defective trafficking pathways, and multiple TBC RabGAP mutations 
have emerged as important contributors to pathological states. For 
example, mutations in Homo sapiens TBC1D23 are associated with 
cancer (El-Bchiri et al., 2008; De Arras et al., 2012), and a TBC1D20 
mutation is associated with Parkinson’s disease (Cooper et al., 2006; 
Yeger-Lotem et al., 2009). The situation is further complicated by the 
fact that not all TBCs may have a primary role as a Rab GAP, whereas, 
conversely, there are potentially Rab GAPs that do not contain a TBC 
domain. The absence of robust systematic analysis or data beyond 
animals and Fungi is also challenging.

Rab proteins are exploited widely for comparative cell biology on 
account of their high levels of specificity in subcellular localization. 
When orthologous Rabs have been localized in distantly related 
organisms their locations, and by inference functions, are fre-
quently maintained; for example, Rab5 is targeted to early endo-
somes, and Rab1 is involved in early exocytic steps at the ER/
ERGIC in mammals, plants, protists, and amoebae (Field et al., 
1998; Dhir et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004; Khurana et al., 2005; 
Pinheiro et al., 2009). This conservation provides both experimen-
tal possibilities for pathway-specific manipulation and with ge-
nome-based predictions of presence, absence, or complexity for a 
given pathway based on the Rab complement within individual or-
ganisms. More recently, two molecular evolutionary approaches 
for reconstructing Rab evolutionary history have been described 
(Diekmann et al., 2011; Elias et al., 2012). Both demonstrate that 
the LECA was highly complex and that secondary losses, paralo-
gous expansions, and evolution of novel Rab isoforms accompa-
nied subsequent evolution. We also introduced ScrollSaw, a strat-
egy for phylogenetic reconstruction of highly paralogous protein 
families (Elias et al., 2012).

Here we seek to further understanding of TBC diversity and evo-
lution. We perform a detailed phylogenetic analysis of the TBC fam-
ily using a variant of ScrollSaw with the aim of providing a systematic 
nomenclature and evolutionary reconstruction of the TBC family. 
We systematically classify TBC family members across the eukary-
otes, allowing comparisons of experimental data for TBCs between 
organisms. The analysis also facilitates identification of novel TBCs 
in various eukaryotic lineages and establishes a TBC complement in 
the LECA. In addition, we determine TBC essentiality in trypano-
somes, a highly divergent model organism.

RESULTS
Identification of TBC domain–containing open reading 
frames in representative eukaryotic genomes
We generated a nonredundant data set of 591 predicted protein 
sequences containing the TBC domain from an array of 26 eukary-

otic lineages, spanning the taxonomic breadth of eukaryotes (Sup-
plemental Table S1).

We initially compared representation of TBC-containing proteins 
with Rab GTPases for 21 species also sampled in a recent study 
(Elias et al., 2012; Figure 1A). The TBC repertoire is expanded in 
several taxa, including metazoans, vascular plants, and several uni-
cellular organisms, which correlates with an expanded Rab comple-
ment, suggesting major innovations to these trafficking systems. As 
genome size increases, the number of TBC and Rab open reading 
frames (ORFs) also tends to increase. Superimposed upon this are 
several clear examples of expansions (e.g., Entamoeba histolytica, 
Trichomonas vaginalis) and losses (e.g., Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) 
of the Rab repertoire. Therefore increased Rab and TBC ORF fre-
quency per genome correlates with, but is not entirely explained by, 
genome coding complexity.

We next considered the ratios between Rab and TBC ORFs in 
each species (Figure 1B). The number of TBC genes is most often 
lower than that of the Rab genes, suggesting that either some TBCs 
act on more than one Rab or a non-TBC GAP is operating. This 
finding is further represented by the Rab/TBC ORF ratio, where two 
broad categories were apparent. A ratio <2.0 was restricted to 
Opisthokonta, unicellular Archaeplastida, and representatives of 
the Stramenopile, Alveolate, and Rhizarian (SAR) clade, plus kineto-
plastids. The Amoebozoa, multicellular plants, and excavates 
T. vaginalis and Naegleria gruberi have Rab/TBC ratios >2.0. Each 
of these last-named sets is known to possess highly expanded 
Rab complements (Rutherford and Moore, 2002; Lal et al., 2005; 
Saito-Nakano et al., 2005; Carlton et al., 2007; Fritz-Laylin et al., 
2010). Nonetheless, the general correlation between TBC and Rab 
frequencies suggests that as the Rab family expands, the TBC fam-
ily is under pressure to follow this expansion. Both variation in total 
number of TBC genes in a genome and the ratio of Rab to TBC 
genes within a supergroup suggest that TBC family evolution is 
highly dynamic.

Evolutionary relationships of the TBC complement 
of humans and yeast
To understand the evolution of the TBC family, we undertook a 
phylogenetic analysis. Initial reconstructions using standard phy-
logenetic strategies resulted in very little resolution between and 
among the TBC genes (data not shown). To overcome this, we 
implemented ScrollSaw, a strategy we recently introduced for 
analysis of Rab genes, which similarly cannot be resolved by exist-
ing approaches (Elias et al., 2012). Initially, we defined the TBC 
complement in H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae in phylogenetic terms, 
that is, to assign clades, as a basis for classification of TBCs, as 
most functional information is derived from these organisms. We 
reasoned that robustly related sequences represent versions of 
the same TBC subclass, whereas sequences that failed to resolve 
into clades represent either members of TBC subclasses missing 
from humans and yeast or are unique TBC sequences. From our 
analysis (Figure 2), we identified seven robust and two moderately 
supported clades. In total, we found 21 putative TBC subclasses 
(as defined in Materials and Methods). Because our reconstruc-
tion used only the TBC domain itself, we retrieved domain infor-
mation for the entire TBC-containing ORF from the Pfam data-
base and looked for shared domain architecture as an independent 
assessment of the quality of the reconstruction. We found multi-
ple examples of retention of such shared architectures, suggest-
ing that both the reconstruction based on TBC domains alone was 
accurate and, moreover, that overall TBC protein architecture is 
retained in these species.
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or by less stringent node support criteria (Figure 4A). Finally, TBC-
RootA (absent from Opisthokonta and the Archaeplastida), and 
TBC-L (missing in the Amoebozoa and the Archaeplastida) were 
identified in three groups, with broad taxonomic spread. Conse-
quently, these 10 subclasses are all presumed as ancient, that is, 
present in LECA, but with deduced losses in various taxa. In addi-
tion, TBC-K only just failed to be supported in Figure 3 but in other 
analyses obtained sufficient support values (0.99/60/55; data not 
shown) uniting taxa from four supergroups; consequently, we also 
tentatively consider this as an ancient subclass. TBC-G is found in 
the Opisthokonta, Amoebozoa, and Excavata and thus could be 
counted as ancient, pending the root of the eukaryotic tree. Further-
more, TBC-H was found in Holozoa and Kinetoplastida, with a single 
putative homologue in the SAR representative P. sojae also identi-
fied, based on BLAST criteria only (data not shown). This TBC might 
represent an ancient subclass or would need to be explained by 
some other mechanism (e.g., horizontal gene transfer between 
hosts and parasites). Thus these three TBC subclasses may well have 
also been present in the LECA, but deductions regarding their ori-
gins are more speculative pending further data.

TBC-A, O, P, and T, detected in both the Opisthokonta and the 
Amoebozoa, are likely to have appeared with the division of the 
Unikonta (Stechmann and Cavalier-Smith, 2003; Roger and Simpson, 
2009), also recently renamed Amorphea (Adl et al., 2012). Those 
TBC subclasses found in a single supergroup, as verified by their 
lack of affinity with any other TBC sequences in the pan-eukaryotic 
phylogeny, are presumed to be lineage specific. The results of these 
analyses are summarized in Figure 4A.

Reconstructed complement of ancestral and lineage-specific 
TBCs in extant eukaryotes supports a complex LECA and 
subsequent innovation
TBC sequences of representative taxa for each supergroup were 
assembled and analyzed by Bayesian, PhyML, and RAxML methods 
(Supplemental Figures S1–S5). The number of well-supported clades 
was assessed for each supergroup-specific data set, with the opist-
hokonts exhibiting the highest number and archaeplastids the low-
est (Supplemental Table S2). TBCs for each supergroup were provi-
sionally assigned to one of the 21 subclasses defined earlier.

To test the subclass assignments from the supergroup-specific 
analyses and therefore assign TBCs as ancient or lineage specific, 
we reconstructed a phylogeny using the least divergent representa-
tive of each reconstructed TBC subclass clade in each supergroup-
specific data set, identified by shortest branch length or, when pos-
sible, the most significant E-value to the H. sapiens or S. cerevisiae 
orthologue. The resulting topology gave moderate to robust recon-
struction of 14 TBC subclasses at supergroup level by all methods 
(Figure 3). Given that placement of the eukaryotic root is unclear 
(Roger and Simpson, 2009) but the relationship of the major eukary-
otic supergroups is relatively resolved (Burki et al., 2008; Hampl 
et al., 2009), we opted to assign evolutionary origins for TBC clades 
based on their presence in each of the five sampled supergroups. 
TBC subclasses B, D, F, M, and Q were identified in four or more 
supergroups by phylogenetics (Figure 3). TBC subclasses E, I, and N 
were identified and confirmed by phylogenetics to be present in 
three supergroups (Figure 3), but a putative representative was 
identified in each case in a fourth supergroup either based on BLAST 

FIGURE 1: Representation of Rab and TBC coding sequences in selected eukaryotic genomes. (A) Counts of Rab and 
TBC coding sequences in 21 completed genomes ranked according to descending number of predicted open reading 
frames. Dashed lines represent Rab (black symbols) and TBC (white symbols) gene counts per taxon (reads are on the 
y-axis, left); the solid line indicates coding content as measured by number of genes in a genome (reads are on the 
y-axis, right). Note that as genome size increases, the number of Rab ORFs also tends to increase but with clear outliers. 
Further, the number of Rab ORFs nearly always exceeds the number of TBC ORFs per genome. (B) Rab and TBC ORF 
numbers broken out by eukaryotic supergroup. Dashed lines represent Rab (black symbols) and TBC (colored symbols) 
ORF counts (reads are on the left y-axis) for representatives of the Opisthokonta (light green), Amoebozoa (yellow), 
Archaeplastida (red), SAR (dark green), and Excavata (blue). The solid line represents the ratio of Rab to TBC ORFs (right 
y-axis, right). Shaded region corresponds to a Rab/TBC ratio of <1.0. Two-letter abbreviations of Linnaean names are 
defined in Supplemental Table S3.
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share a C-terminal trans-membrane domain. In addition, TBC-I se-
quences from amoebozoans, opisthokonts, and excavates share a 
rhodanese domain downstream of the TBC domain, and the TBC-K 
homologues in these supergroups with SAR taxa share a C-terminal 
Toll-like domain. Finally, TBC-L sequences, found only in the exca-
vates and opisthokonts, share EF-hand domains. These instances of 
architectural conservation suggest conserved functions between or-
thologues and provide additional confidence in the phylogenetic re-
construction. Further, these observations suggest stability of overall 
domain architecture, at least for a subpopulation of TBCs.

Figure 4B shows the percentage of predicted TBC proteins in 
each of the sampled organisms as ancient, lineage-specific, or 
singleton, that is, sequences that failed to resolve into clades. 
Two trends are observed. Those organisms that have been tradi-
tionally difficult to analyze by molecular phylogenetic methods 
have, not surprisingly, a high proportion of singletons; this is al-
most certainly due to sequence divergence, leading to difficulties 
with placing the TBC sequences within reconstructed clades with 
any degree of support. However, in comparing the proportion of 

For most TBC classes the R and Q fingers and surrounding amino 
acids appear to be conserved across supergroups (Supplemental 
Figure S6). However, some TBC domains lack this conventional cata-
lytic amino acid pair (Albert et al., 1999; Rak et al., 2000; Pan et al., 
2006). Significantly, this variance in R and Q conservation also ap-
pears conserved between supergroups, suggesting that the identity 
of the amino acids corresponding to the R and Q positions occurred 
early in evolution. Specifically, TBC-L (WDR67), TBC-K (TBC1D24), 
TBC-H (TBC1D19), TBC-I (TBC1D23), and TBC-J (TBC1D7) are miss-
ing one or both of the R or Q residues in the majority of supergroups. 
However, in other cases, substitution of R or Q was restricted to some 
species or paralogues of a TBC class, for example, some paralogues 
of the TBC-D class in the Opisthokonta and the Excavata. This sug-
gests that the status of these residues is evolutionarily flexible in some 
cases. In other examples domain architecture is not conserved; for 
example the β-zip domain is present in TBC-Q from opisthokonts 
only. However, TBC-G homologues in opisthokonts, excavates, and 
Amoebozoa all share a conserved tyrosine kinase domain N-terminal 
to their TBC domain, whereas TBC-M sequences from all supergroups 

FIGURE 2: The TBC RabGAP complement in H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae. A phylogenetic tree was generated from the 
shared TBC domains from the H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae genomes (see Materials and Methods), and the best Bayesian 
topology shown. In this phylogeny and all subsequent analyses, support values are given for any nodes reconstructed 
with values of >0.8 posterior probability (MrBayes) and 50% by one of the two maximum-likelihood methods (PhyML or 
RAxML). TBC clade names are given using a useful convention for new taxa. This connects with clades and preexisting 
naming and has consequences for domain architecture; existing names in humans and yeast are in parentheses. The 
asterisk denotes the fact that, although only the TBC1D2B sequence was analyzed, preliminary calculations (data not 
shown) robustly place the TBC1D2A variant in the TBC-X clade as well. Gray boxes highlight clades that are 
reconstructed with robust or moderate statistical support. Scale bar, 0.4 change on average per site. Right, domain 
architecture of RabGAPs represented schematically; only domains with significant E-values recognized by Pfam are 
shown. For clarity the TBC domains are aligned (filled rectangles), and catalytic residues (R and Q fingers) are indicated 
as small tick marks where present.
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Figures S7 and S8). The trypanosome proteins lack many of the ac-
cessory domains of animal and fungal TBCs. A yeast two-hybrid 
screen of all trypanosome Rab/Rab-related genes (Ackers et al., 
2005) and TBC proteins was performed; to increase interaction 
affinity, the predicted catalytic Q was mutated to A for TBCs (Pan 
et al., 2006), and the GTPases were mutagenized to the predicted 
GTP-locked (Q-to-A) forms. The screen identified 23 potential inter-
actions out of 196 pairs, that is, ∼12%, and several Rabs (TbRab5B, 
6, 21, 23, and X1) and TBCs (TbTBC-D3, E, L, ExC, and RootA) failed 
to interact, suggesting that this interactome was significantly under-
populated (Supplemental Figure S7). Further, compared with S. cer-
evisiae or H. sapiens (Itoh et al., 2006), many interactions were in-
consistent between orthologue pairs. We also assessed expression 
levels for all trypanosome TBC and Rab mRNAs by quantitative real-
time PCR to identify possible correlations between life cycle–depen-
dent expression and interaction (Supplemental Figure S7). There 
was sparse evidence for coexpression of detected interactions; only 
TbTBC-M was up-regulated in one life stage, along with predicted 
interactors TbRab1B, 7, and 11. Overall, these data suggested that 
the yeast two-hybrid analysis fails to capture the full Rab-TBC inter-
actome, at least for trypanosomes.

We selected a cohort of trypanosome TBCs for RNA interference 
(RNAi) knockdown (Supplemental Figure S8); TbTBC-Q1 and Q2 
with differing predicted connectivity (TbTBC-Q1, six; TbTBC-Q2, 

ancestral to lineage-specific TBCs, the opisthokonts and archae-
plastids stand out as possessing a larger proportion of lineage-
specific TBCs as compared with the other supergroups. We also 
note, in the supergroup-specific analyses, that TBC-B and TBC-Q 
were expanded in these organisms. This additional complexity 
potentially opens up opportunities for evolution of increased traf-
ficking complexity.

Our phylogenetic analysis (Figure 3) also provides some resolu-
tion between TBC subclasses, with one clade uniting TBC-G and M, 
a second containing TBC-B, D, E, and F, and a third encompassing 
ancient subclasses TBC-A, K, N, Q, and RootA together with many 
putative supergroup-specific TBCs. Although these three clades 
were only weakly supported by maximum-likelihood (ML) methods, 
they were consistently reconstructed and obtained high Bayesian 
posterior probability support. The resolution in the tree backbone is 
encouraging, but biological interpretation of these data awaits bet-
ter functional definition of the encompassed TBC clades.

Analysis of interactions between TBCs and Rabs in 
trypanosomes, a model eukaryote distantly related to yeast 
and humans
To gain some functional insights into the importance of TBCs in 
divergent taxa, we analyzed TBC interactions and functions in 
Trypanosoma brucei, a member of the Excavata (Supplemental 

FIGURE 3: Phylogenetic reconstruction of TBC genes across the eukaryotes. A phylogenetic tree was generated from 
the least divergent representative from each supergroup for each putative ancestral TBC clade and putative lineage-
specific TBC clades (see Materials and Methods and Supplemental Figures S1–S5). Next to the clade membership 
signifier are current names for the human and yeast orthologues in parentheses. Gray boxes highlight clades 
reconstructed with statistical support, and all values of >0.8 posterior probability and 50% bootstrap support are given. 
Scale bar, 0.3 change on average per site. The phylogeny indicates a sophisticated complement of TBCs in the ancestral 
eukaryote. The support values for base node of the TBC-K clade (shown in brackets) did not meet the criteria for 
inclusion; in other data sets this clade was reconstructed (data not shown). Inset shows schematically the interclade 
relationships reconstructed for the various TBC subfamilies.
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TbTBC-Q1 and TbTBC-Q2 are individually required for normal cell 
functions and that, due to the additive effect of RNAi against both 
genes, are likely nonredundant.

DISCUSSION
TBC Rab-GAPs are essential regulators of cellular functions, specifi-
cally in modulating Rab activity and hence intracellular transport. 
Clear indications that TBCs are central participants in membrane 

one), and developmental expression (TbTBC-Q1 and TbTBC-B con-
stitutive, and TbTBC-Q2 down-regulated in bloodstream stage). 
This selection also addressed potential redundancy between 
TbTBC-Q1 and TbTBC-Q2, which are paralogues. RNAi against 
TbTBC-Q1 and TbTBC-Q2 produced significant proliferative de-
fects, with essentially no effect from TbTBC-B. However, the effect 
of these knockdowns was inconsistent with their predicted interac-
tions from the yeast two-hybrid analysis. The data do indicate that 

FIGURE 4: Ancestral and lineage-specific TBCs across the Eukaryota. (A) Distribution of TBC domain–containing genes 
by taxon and clade, shown as a dot plot in which filled circles in rows depict presence of a TBC type and columns 
represent the taxa analyzed. Colors indicate supergroup-specific entries, and black indicates pan-eukaryotic entries. 
Those designated with an asterisk denote the 10 TBC subclasses confidently reconstructed as present in the LECA. On 
the right next to the clade membership signifier are current names for the human and yeast orthologues in parentheses. 
Decreased-opacity circles represent presence of ancestral or supergroup TBCs based on the same supergroup 
phylogenies with less stringent criterion (cut-off value 0.8 posterior probability). Circles with B denote sequences that 
we classified based on retrieval of the human or yeast homologue with E-values of >E-50. Empty circles depict absence, 
based on the supergroup phylogenies (cut-off value 0.8 posterior probability and 50% bootstrap support). Numbers 
within circles indicate paralogue counts for a given TBC subfamily in a genome if more than one paralogue was 
recovered. Superscripts denote the presence of additional paralogues assigned by lower evidence. (B) For each taxon 
included in the analysis the proportion of ancestral lineage-specific and singleton (i.e., unassigned) TBCs as resolved by 
the phylogenetic analysis are shown. Dots are colorized, with black indicating ancestral, colored indicating supergroup 
specific, and faded color indicating singleton.
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We found that yeast two-hybrid analysis of the Rab-TBC inter-
actome was of rather limited value and, perhaps most significantly, 
that there was an unexpectedly low level of concordance between 
reconstructed Rab-TBC interactomes from humans, yeast, and 
trypanosomes (Itoh et al., 2006). Further, predictions made from 
these interactomes did not appear to correlate with RNAi knock-
down–based validation; we suggest that a systems approach of 
this type does not represent a fruitful path to understanding TBC 
functions.

Phylogenetic reconstruction revealed additional features of TBC 
evolution, with clear parallels in the Rab family. First, there is an an-
cient cohort of TBCs predicted to have been present in the LECA, 
comprising at least 10 clades found in three or more supergroups 
(Figure 5). Although fewer than the 23 Rab clades reconstructed in 
the LECA (Elias et al., 2012), this ancient complement of 10 TBCs 
does indicate considerable complexity and exceeds the repertoire 
of many unicellular extant organisms, including S. cerevisiae. Sec-
ond, we observed innovation across the eukaryotes, resulting in 25 
TBC subclasses recovered from across the entirety of eukaryotes at 
various taxonomic depths (Figure 5). However, in common with Rab 
evolution, there is evidence for substantially greater innovation in 
opisthokonts than other supergroups (Diekmann et al., 2011; Elias 
et al., 2012). We also identified novel TBC subclasses in a wide 
range of lineages, with supergroup-specific subfamilies and an an-
cient subfamily (TBC-RootA) lost from opisthokonts and plants. Sec-
ondary losses are quite common, with most supergroups exhibiting 
evidence for this, with particularly strong losses in Archaeplastida. 
Specifically in the Archaeplastids this is consistent with the reduced 
diversity of Rabs but expansion of certain Rab clades (Rutherford 
and Moore, 2002; Elias et al., 2012) and more generally supports a 
paradigm originally offered for Rabs, that sculpting, the removal of 
specific functions, is an important driver in shaping the evolution of 
the eukaryotic cell (Elias et al., 2012).

transport, signal transduction, and developmental programs have 
emerged, and although Rabs are obviously central to TBC activity, 
the TBC family has been found to have extensive connections with 
additional GTPases and other proteins (Barr and Lambright, 2010; 
Fukuda, 2011; Frasa et al., 2012; Popovic et al., 2012). It remains 
less established how these functions are retained between organ-
isms, in part due to somewhat complex phenotypes and the lack of 
an established evolutionary framework facilitating comparison and 
unification of data from multiple organisms. By contrast, evolution-
ary studies on Rab protein functions have been extremely valuable, 
allowing such assimilation of information.

The present work extends past analyses, which focused on the 
opisthokonts (Gao et al., 2008). Our comparative genomics pro-
vides a framework for understanding the evolution, conservation, 
and diversification of the TBC family across the eukaryotes, together 
with predictions for functions of TBC subfamilies and orthologues. 
TBC ORFs were generally at lower copy number than Rabs within a 
given genome, and the correlation between Rab and TBC ORF copy 
number suggests a coevolutionary component, that is, that a higher 
number of Rabs is generally associated with a higher TBC number. 
This implies both maintenance of a level of specificity between TBCs 
and their partners and a need for comparative independence in 
regulating the activity of individual Rab proteins. The data also sug-
gest that a small core of TBCs is insufficient to control a large Rab 
cohort. Clearly, this is consistent with long-term selective pressure 
against multiple inputs from TBCs into the GTP hydrolysis part of 
the Rab cycle. In cases in which Rabs are highly expanded, the num-
ber of TBCs may lag behind, consistent with earlier models in which 
Rabs appear to be one of the gene families whose expansion drives 
pathway innovation (Dacks and Field, 2007). Moreover, because the 
number of non-TBC Rab-GAPs that are known is a very small cohort, 
it is unlikely that expansions or contractions in these families have a 
substantial effect on the size of the TBC cohort.

FIGURE 5: Evolutionary history and functions of TBC domain–family proteins. Schematic eukaryotic taxonomy drawn to 
emphasize the five sampled supergroups. Positions of proposed origins and losses of TBC clades are shown in blue and 
magenta, respectively. A loss is scored if all taxa above the internode lack the TBC clade, and an origin is recovered 
based on the assignment of novel families shown in Figure 4. Losses are only scored if two or more taxa demonstrate 
the loss, and therefore in more terminal branches many potential losses have likely been omitted due to lack of data. 
The TBC classes in brackets are designated as more speculatively deduced as present in the LECA.
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disease, possibly by enhancing ER accumulation of misfolded α-
synuclein (Cooper et al., 2006; Yeger-Lotem et al., 2009). Further-
more, the yeast TBC-B, Gyp7p, and the H. sapiens orthologue both 
appear to function at the vacuole (Eitzen et al., 2000; Brett et al., 
2008) and interact with the vacuolar Rab7. Conversely, this frame-
work can highlight potential divergent mechanisms. For example, a 
human TBC-O member, RN-tre, has well-documented functions in 
the control of the early endosomal Rab5 (Lanzetti et al., 2004; Haas 
et al., 2005), and yet this subfamily is unikont specific. Rab5 activity 
must therefore be modulated by either other TBC families or dis-
tinct factors in bikont lineages. With an evolutionary framework it is 
anticipated that such comparisons can now be made between 
more divergent organisms, which will accelerate understanding of 
this highly important family of regulatory proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Identification and initial subclass assignment of candidate 
TBC domain–containing ORFs
A panel of 26 predicted proteomes was assembled from the follow-
ing species: Arabidopsis thaliana, C. reinhardtii, Cryptococcus neo-
formans, Cryptosporidium parvum, Cyanidioschyzon merolae, 
Dictyostelium discoideum, Drosophila melanogaster, E. histolytica, 
H. sapiens, Leishmania major, Monosiga brevicollis, N. gruberi, Nem-
atostella vectensis, Oryza sativa, Ostreococcus tauri, Plasmodium 
falciparum, P. sojae, Physcomitrella patens, Rhizopus oryzae, S. 
cerevisiae, T. brucei, Trypanosoma cruzi, Tetrahymena thermophila, 
Thalassiosira pseudonana, Theileria parva, Toxoplasma gondii, and 
T. vaginalis. These were selected to represent a broad range of eu-
karyotes and also to have well-annotated and complete genomes. 
Accession numbers for sequences used to assemble predicted pro-
teomes are given in Supplemental Table S1. Matches with the TBC 
domain (Tre-2/Bub2/Cdc16 Rab-binding domain; Richardson and 
Zon, 1995; Neuwald, 1997) were identified by PSI-BLAST (Altschul 
et al., 1997) scans of the panel according to the computational pro-
cedures we described previously (O’Reilly et al., 2011), using the 
Pfam (Punta et al., 2012) TBC domain (RabGAP-TBC, PF00566) align-
ment as query.

Initial subclass assignment for each sequence was obtained by its 
use as a query in BLASTp searches to the TBC set. E-values of <0.05 
were considered significant. Assignment as either a tentative mem-
ber of an opisthokont subclass or not was based on the presence or 
absence of consistent retrieval of the H. sapiens or S. cerevisiae TBC 
subclass rather than on a priori E-values, due to the different de-
grees of conservation seen between the TBC subclasses.

TBC sequences in the pan-eukaryotic data set were initially as-
signed to a subclass as defined in H. sapiens or S. cerevisiae if 
sequences from within a clade consistently retrieved members 
from the same TBC subclass by BLAST against the H. sapiens and 
S. cerevisiae genomes. In reconstructed clades with two or more 
sequences but where BLAST searches failed to yield consistent 
retrieval of the same TBC subfamily, the clade was tentatively des-
ignated as lineage specific for that supergroup (Supplemental 
Figures S1–S5 and Supplemental Table S3), pending the phyloge-
netic analyses described in the next subsection. To minimize false 
negatives, that is, erroneous exclusion of likely bona fide TBC se-
quences, 5 of the 591 TBC sequences that were detected in only 
a single taxon (singleton) in a supergroup but with BLAST E-values 
<E-50 were also classified to their respective subclasses (Figure 
4). A cut-off value of E-50 was determined as the least significant 
BLAST value that reliably assigned TBCs to a subclass and was 
also consistent with the results obtained in the phylogenetic 
analysis.

Although implemented slightly differently from our earlier analy-
sis of Rab evolution, the present study also relied on ScrollSaw (Elias 
et al., 2012). Whereas Rab subclasses are well defined and ortho-
logues relatively easily identifiable (Elias et al., 2012), this is not the 
case for multidomain TBC proteins, which necessitated a prelimi-
nary analysis using two model organisms to provide an initial sub-
family classification. This enabled us to sample both evolutionary 
breadth of conservation of these initially established subfamilies and 
identification of subfamily innovations among other supergroups. 
This may be a useful and general initial step in future ScrollSaw anal-
yses. Further, the method for identification of the least divergent 
representative of each subfamily in each supergroup differed. Previ-
ously the approach identified pairs of sequences with the lowest 
mutual distances in ML-corrected distance matrices (Elias et al., 
2012), but here we identified robust subfamilies in each supergroup 
and selected the least divergent sequence within that node or best 
BLAST E-value to the landmark TBC from the initial phylogeny. We 
could classify ∼60% of the sequences in the data set (Supplemental 
Table S2). When T. vaginalis, T. thermophila, and E. histolytica 
sequences are excluded, due to having divergent membrane-traf-
ficking systems, successful assignment increased to 71%. Further-
more, in 12 of the 26 genomes examined, >85% of TBCs were clas-
sifiable (Supplemental Table S2). Despite this variability, which may 
in part be due to some individual genomes possessing larger pro-
portions of singletons, we were successful in identifying TBC group 
relationships across wide evolutionary distances. Ten TBC subfami-
lies, common to three or more supergroups spread across eukary-
otic diversity and thus presumably present in the ancient eukaryotic 
ancestor, were detected.

We found evidence that overall architecture of many TBCs is 
conserved, such that orthologues predicted solely from phyloge-
netic reconstruction of TBC domains have additional conserved do-
mains. Examples include representatives from TBC-G, K, M, and Q 
clades and partial retention of TBC-I architecture. Although we did 
not observe complete retention by all members of TBC clades in 
most instances, this evidence does suggest that, for many TBCs, 
interactions between Rabs and other cellular components are an 
ancient feature, providing a functional context retained for 1 billion 
years. Of interest, the evolution of a second GTPase family, the 
ARFs, is somewhat distinct to that of Rabs, where evidence suggests 
a very small ARF cohort in the LECA and most innovation being lin-
eage specific (Li et al., 2004). A recent analysis also suggests that 
the architectures of ARF-GAP proteins are likely not conserved 
(Schlacht et al., 2013). Taken together, these studies suggest that 
there may be coevolution between both the ARF and Rabs and their 
respective GAP proteins but with a distinct evolutionary trajectory 
for Rab and ARF systems. Our results are, however, consistent with 
a recent analysis of Ras-GAPs showing a set of conserved ancestral 
domains (van Dam et al., 2011).

There is evidence that analysis of orthologous TBC genes in 
evolutionarily distant lineages can identify common functions. This 
is particularly clear when orthologues share both a common evolu-
tionary history and domain architecture. Perhaps the best example 
is TBC-M, with a hallmark C-terminal trans-membrane domain. In 
TBC1D20 (human TBC-M type), the TMD domain is necessary for 
localization mainly to the ER, where TBC1D20 blocks exit of secre-
tory cargo by inactivating Rab1 (Haas et al., 2007; Sklan et al., 
2007). Both the ER distribution and modulation of ER exit are likely 
important to the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease (Cooper et al., 
2006; Yeger-Lotem et al., 2009). Of significance, overexpression of 
the S. cerevisiae TBC1D20 orthologue, Gyp8p, aggravates the 
block in ER-to-Golgi trafficking in a yeast model of Parkinson’s 
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Phylogenetic analysis
For all phylogenetic analyses the following steps were performed. 
The TBC domains from relevant sequences were aligned using 
MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) and edited by eye. Only regions of unam-
biguously homologous sequence were included for final analysis. All 
data sets are available upon request from the authors. The optimal 
model of sequence evolution for each data set was estimated using 
Prot-test, version 1.3 (Abascal et al., 2005). The resulting data sets 
were analyzed using three methods. The optimal tree topology and 
posterior probability values were obtained using MrBayes, version 
3.2 (Ronquist et al., 2012). In all cases two independent runs of four 
chains were performed for 1 × 106 to 2 × 106 Markov chain Monte 
Carlo generations, pending convergence of the runs being achieved, 
as determined by the splits frequency being <0.1. All trees after the 
graphically determined LnL plateau were included in the consensus. 
PhyML, version 2.44 (Guindon et al., 2010), and RAxML, version 
7.0.0 (Stamatakis, 2006), algorithms were additionally used to pro-
duce bootstrap node support from 100 pseudoreplicate data sets.

Supergroup analysis (ScrollSaw)
We previously demonstrated that difficulty with obtaining robust phy-
logenies can be alleviated by analysis of supergroup-specific data 
sets, followed by reconstruction of a pan-eukaryote phylogeny using 
minimal pairwise distance data sets, a procedure we call ScrollSaw 
(Elias et al., 2012). To obtain a similar analysis here, we first defined 
the subclades of TBCs via a phylogeny of H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae 
sequences, with the resulting TBC subclasses assigned either as 
singletons or clades, with a cut-off for clades reconstructed with 
statistical support of >0.8 posterior probability from MrBayes and 
50% bootstrap support in one of the two maximum-likelihood 
methods. Clades meeting those criteria were deemed “moderately 
supported,” whereas those meeting the additional criteria of 0.99 
posterior probability and 80% bootstrap in one of the two methods 
were deemed “robustly supported.” Phylogenetic analyses were 
then performed for each supergroup-specific data set to identify and 
subsequently remove organism-specific duplicates and highly diver-
gent sequences, followed by analyses of the resulting data sets 
(Supplemental Figures S1–S5). Clades were defined as a well-
supported group of at least two sequences from at least two organ-
isms, with statistical support of >0.80 posterior probability and 50% 
bootstrap support by one ML method (Supplemental Figures S1–S5). 
The final step of a ScrollSaw analysis is reconstitution of a data set 
spanning the taxonomic breadth of eukaryotes. Here a representative 
from each of the clades identified in the supergroup-specific analysis 
was selected on the basis of having the shortest branch or best BLAST 
E-value against the H. sapiens or S. cerevisiae genome. Two rounds 
of phylogeny were necessary. The initial round (data not shown) was 
needed to identify TBC-C in humans as a singleton; the second is 
shown in Figure 3. To detect novel/lineage-specific TBCs, the most 
canonical representative from any novel clade identified in the super-
group phylogenies was also included. Here the representative was 
the sequence with the shortest branch length, since, by definition, no 
relevant BLAST value existed against the H. sapiens or S. cerevisiae 
genome. We assigned TBC sequences from several supergroups as 
orthologues if recovered in well-supported clades in this final phylog-
eny (support >0.8 posterior probability/50%/50% bootstrap).
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